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Alexander, Sue. Witch, Goblin, and Ghost in the Haunted Woods; illus. by Jeanette Winter.
Pantheon, 1981. 80-20863. Trade ed. ISBN 0-394-84443-2; Library ed. ISBN 0-394-
94443-7. 61p. (I Am Reading Books) Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $5.99.
Five very simply written stories about three mutually supportive friends are illus-
R trated by black and white drawings that don't look a bit like a witch (a little girl with a
1-2 floppy, pointed sun hat), a ghost (swimsuit, bonnet, spectacles), or a goblin (striped
swimsuit, squashy hat). In one story Goblin finally admits that he can't swim, so his
friends help him learn. The other four stories (treasure hunt, storytelling, playing a
game, snowstorm) have equally innocuous little figures, equally reassuring texts.
Anno, Mitsumasa. Anno's Magical ABC: An Anamorphic Alphabet; written and illus. by
Mitsumasa Anno; lettering by Masaichiro Anno. Philomel, 1981. 80-26024. ISBN
0-399-20788-0. 59p. $16.95.
Since the book requires a sheet of mirror paper (bent into a tubular column) to
R correct the proportions of the paintings and letters on the pages, it may be too frail for
all library collections-but what a nice gift item! The pages contain two alphabets, one
ages in lower case, illustrated by paintings of animals that look distorted and out of
* perspective on the page, as do the letters, and the second (and separate) set in upper
case letters, with similarly skewed pictures of an angel, a balalaika, a cassette, a doll,
et cetera. When the mirror page is placed over a central circle, the pictures, ink and
watercolor, are seen in proper proportion. They are quite beautiful. This example of
anamorphic art is intriguing, not the best way to learn the alphabet, perhaps-since
the letter can't be seen at the same time as the picture when the paper tube is held at
the center of the page-but a fine way to enjoy another example of the inventive
whimsy of one of Japan's most distinguished illustrators.
Azarian, Mary, illus. A Farmer's Alphabet; illus. by Mary Azarian. Godine, 1981. 80-84938.
Hardcover ed. ISBN 0-87923-394-X; Softcover ed. ISBN 0-87923-397-4. 26 leaves.
Hardcover ed. $10.95; Softcover ed. $6.95.
Although this was designed as a learning tool by a former teacher who wanted to
R preserve for children some aspects of rural life, it is interesting enough as an example
4-6 of woodcut technique to attract a far wider audience. The oversize pages are fine
yrs. stock, creamy and sturdy; the handsomely detailed and composed prints are in black
and white, with upper and lower case letters (at the top of the page) and the word
beginning with that letter (at the bottom of the page) in deep, rich red. All of the prints
have farm-related objects (barn, cow, quilt, woodburning stove, maple sugar)
although some (neighbor, vegetable, kite) are not exclusively rural. Useful as an
alphabet book, this is also a graphic joy.
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Banks, Lynne Reid. The Indian in the Cupboard; illus. by Brock Cole. Doubleday, 1981.
79-6533. Trade ed. ISBN 0-385-17051-3; Prebound ed. 0-385-17060-2. 181p. Trade ed.
$9.95; Prebound ed. $10.90.
In a fresh and vivacious fantasy, two English boys have the exciting and disturbing
R experience of seeing some toys come to life. Patrick had given Omri the little plastic
4-6 Indian to add to his collection; Omri's brother had given him an old wall-cupboard;
the key that locked the cupboard had belonged to their mother. At first Omri didn't
tell anyone that the cupboard had endowed the Indian with life. Less than three
inches high, domineering and articulate, Little Bear was soon provided with a horse
and a tepee (eventually with a wife); when Patrick learned the marvelous secret, he
insisted Omri bring a tiny cowboy to life for him-and the battle between Little Bear
and Boone was on. There are many minor adventures (taking the Indian and the
cowboy to school, with dire results) before Omri decides that he cannot play with the
lives of human beings, and that these are human beings who have traveled in time,
and he sadly puts all of them in the cupboard and turns them back into plastic,
presumably releasing the real Little Bear, Bright Stars, Boone, and two wee horses to
return to their own times. This is an adroit mix of realism and fantasy, written with an
ingenuously serious acceptance of the miraculous, and quickly building characters
and relationships so that the miniature people seem real.
Behrman, Carol H. The Remarkable Writing Machine; illus. with photographs. Messner,
1981. 80-26648. ISBN 0-671-34026-3. 64p. $7.59.
A history of the development and improvement of the typewriter is illustrated with
R many photographs of early machines, the latter seldom labeled or described, un-
4-6 fortunately. None of the machines invented in the eighteenth or the early nineteenth
century was small, fast, or inexpensive enough to be practical; it wasn't until 1867
that the first commercially viable machine was built, and the improved model was
purchased from the inventor in 1873. The account of the growing sophistication of
typewriter models concludes with descriptions of the varieties of typewriters, manual
and electric, that are available today, automatic and foreign language machines, and
the special typewriters that are designed for the handicapped. An index is included.
Bennett, Jill, comp. Roger Was a Razor Fish; and Other Poems; illus. by Maureen Roffey.
Lothrop, 1981. 80-17166. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-41986-0. 40p. Trade ed. $7.95.
First published in England, a modest selection of poems chosen by a nursery
R school teacher as appropriate for beginning independent readers; they are suitable,
1-2 also, for reading aloud to very young children. Bright pastel paintings, discrete in
composition and lightly humorous, illustrate a well-chosen group of brief poems; the
authors represented are British and American.
Berman, Sharon L. With a Face Like Mine You Need Personality. Richard W. Baron, 1981.
80-70417. ISBN 0-87777-062-X. 188p. $8.95.
Raina-Anne Trever (Trever in the book, Trevor on the jacket) is thirteen, on good
NR terms with the widowed father who is seldom at home, on sparring terms with an
5-7 older brother and the prim aunt who takes care of the household. She tells a rambling
story about her friendship with Arielle, the girl who moves in next door just for the
summer (part of an acting troupe that's rusticating and rehearsing in Tennessee) and
the double themes are Raina-Anne's worry about her father's second marriage-
which she tries to prevent-and her own first flutterings of sexual maturity as she has
a mild adventure and some candid girl-talk. The story ends with Raina-Anne being
consoled and counseled by her just-acquired stepmother. Characterization is either
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shallow or caricatured (Arielle's flighty mother, Raina-Anne's grumpy old-maid aunt)
and the writing style is weak, with heavy-handed use of local dialect and idiom,
unnatural patterns of dialogue, and a wavering story-line made more diffuse by
inclusion of tangential trivia.
Black, Hallie. Animal Cooperation: A Look at Sociobiology; illus. by photographs. Morrow,
1981. 81-1355. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-00360-5; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-00361-3. 64p.
Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed. $7.63.
An interesting introduction to a comparatively new scientific field is organized
R logically, first discussing sociobiology as an emergent science, next looking at re-
6-9 corded variations of social behavior among animals other than human beings, and
finally discussing the implications of applied sociobiology to human beings and the
controversy it has provoked. Black is scrupulous in distinguishing between fact and
theory, lucid in explaining interpretations of human behavior in sociobiological
terms, and objective in describing the strengths and weaknesses of sociobiology as a
science. As for answers to the conflict among scientists, she points out, there are
none at this time. An informative and provocative book concludes with a bibliogra-
phy and a relative index.
Bliss, Corinne Demas. That Dog Melly! written by Corinne Demas Bliss with Austin Bliss;
photographs by Corinne Demas Bliss and Jim Judkis. Hastings House, 1981. 80-
36701. ISBN 0-8038-7217-8. 32p. $7.95.
The author writes in collaboration with her young son, using his name and that of
NR their real-life dog as well as photographs of little Austin and the dog, Melly. Expect-
2-3 ably, some of the pictures are on the cute side (Melly wearing a hat) as is some of the
text (narrated by Austin). Melly runs off, crossing a street; Austin virtuously refrains
from crossing, since "I'm not allowed to cross the street." He thinks of a way to get
her to come back (jingling the leash) and solves his problem. The latter fact, that a
child uses common sense to solve a problem, is the one strength of an overextended
story, written in mediocre style and illustrated with a series of technically adequate
but obviously posed photographs.
Bourke, Linda, illus. Handmade ABC: A Manual Alphabet. Addison-Wesley, 1981. 80-27007.
Trade ed. ISBN 0-201-00016-4; Paper ed. ISBN 0-201-00015-6. 56p. Trade ed. $6.95;
Paper ed. $3.95.
This may appeal to the child who is a bit older than the usual audience for alphabet
R books; a small, square book, it uses drawings of the hand and finger positions of
2-4 fingerspelling. The format is interesting: the recto page shows a hand making each
letter (the hand for "B," for example, has a bandage on one finger and a sleeve with
buttons and braid) while on the facing page, framed by border strips (made out of
buttons for "B," or, on later pages, cufflinks for "C," and diamond shapes for "D")
is the letter itself. The drawings are richly varied in texture. An ingenious variant of
the genre, and an intriguing way to learn fingerspelling.
Bridgers, Sue Ellen. Notes for Another Life. Knopf, 1981. 81-1673. Trade ed. ISBN 0-394-
84889-6; Library ed. ISBN 0-394-94889-0. 250p. Trade ed. $8.95; Library ed. $8.99.
Wren is thirteen, her brother Kevin sixteen, and they live with their grandmother,
R Bliss, since their father is in a state mental hospital and their mother lives and works
7-9 in Atlanta, six hours away. Both children feel betrayed when their mother announces
that she has a new job in Chicago; as happens each time there is a crisis, it is Bliss
who shoulders the emotional burden. Their father comes home, but is not stable
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enough to live with his family, and goes back; their mother rejects Kevin's suggestion
that he live with her; Kevin attempts suicide. Through all the story, balanced by
material about friends, about Wren's dedication as a pianist, about Kevin's support-
ive friendship with a young minister, the strong bases are the love between brother
and sister and the love between the children and Bliss. The structure is adequate, but
it is not in structure that the book is most impressive, it is in the perceptively drawn
characters and in the intricacy and pain and love in their interrelationships.
Brophy, Ann. Flash and the Swan; illus. by Stephen Gammell. Warne, 1981. 80-14513. ISBN
0-7232-6190-3. 211p. $8.95.
Madeline had felt some trepidation about returning to their summer home, in this
M first summer after her father's death, but her mother convinced her that it would all
6-9 work out. It did, but it was hard for Madeline to distinguish friendliness from sym-
pathy, hard to reconcile the moments of joy with the hours of grief, especially hard to
acknowledge that her aging dog, Flash, could not live much longer. Madeline was
nervous about Flash being attacked by one of the large swans that were in the
vicinity, but the story ends with Flash following the white swan, swimming away in
the moonlight, and "There was no reason to be frightened any more, and she knew,
in time, the sorrow would fade." This mystical note detracts from the dignity of the
realistic situation: an adolescent adjusting to the inevitability of death. Otherwise,
although deliberate of pace and rather overextended, this is an adequately written
and an adequately perceptive first novel for young people.
Buckvar, Felice. Ten Miles High. Morrow, 1981. 81-2509. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-00698-1;
Library ed. ISBN 0-688-00699-X. 159p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed. $7.63.
Ann's mother is fat, lazy, and hostile; she vindictively destroys the garden that
Ad Robbie has grown, because she doesn't want her daughter associating with a former
7-9 drug addict. She even causes Robbie to lose his job, and she prevents Ann from
seeing the father she's idolized ever since the divorce. A sympathetic teacher helps
Ann get a scholarship to a private school, and Ann goes off hoping that the future will
bring a reunion with Robbie. The characterizations of Ann's mother and-in
absentia-her irresponsible father are well developed, and the writing style is
adequate; the plot is believable but weak in structure and development, and a bit
crowded by some ancillary material, such as the suspicion that the teacher who
befriends Ann is a lesbian.
Carrick, Carol. Ben and the Porcupine; illus. by Donald Carrick. Houghton/Clarion, 1981.
80-21402. ISBN 0-395-30171-8. 29p. $8.95.
Christopher is sure his dog Ben is going to get hurt if he keeps trying to get at a
Ad treed porcupine, and he's right. Ben shows up with quills stuck around his nose, and
K-2 Christopher's father has to pull the quills out. Afraid that his dog will get hurt again,
Christopher goes out alone the next day, but he leaves an enticing thing for the
porcupine to chew on-and it works. Ben is safe. The rural scenes are pleasantly
vernal, in this third story about Christopher and his dog; the story is low-keyed,
slow-paced, adequately told but static.
Christian, Mary Blount. Anna and the Strangers; illus. by Charles T. Cox. Abingdon, 1981.
81-243. ISBN 0-687-01529-4. 27p. $6.50.
Blue-washed sketches of mediocre calibre illustrate a story that adds a new ele-
M ment to the Nativity. Anna is the child of the innkeeper in Bethlehem, it is she who
2-4 suggests that Mary and Joseph be given a room in the stable, and she who provides
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the swaddling cloth, sacrificing the linen her dead mother had given her as material
for her wedding dress. Later, when she has seen the shepherds kneeling and the three
regal men with their magnificent gifts, Anna (who looks in the illustrations to be
perhaps ten) fears that her gift was too humble. Mary says that when her son is old
enough to understand she will tell him of Anna, who gave her most precious posses-
sion. This may serve, in a religious education program, to stimulate discussion of
charity and sacrifice, but it's pedestrian in style and not really an improvement on the
New Testament.
Christian, Mary Blount. Two-Ton Secret; illus. by Don Madden. Whitman, 1981. 81-346.
ISBN 0-8075-8165-8. 32p. $5.50.
Deke, the narrator, and his buddy Snitch (an interracial duo) advertise themselves
Ad as detectives and are hired by a man who wants to find out who keeps stealing his
2-3 bulldozers. Using clues, common sense, and a metal detector, Deke solves the mys-
tery. The answer is logical, the simple vocabulary and writing style (as well as large
print and ample white space) make the book appropriate for mystery-hungry primary
grades readers, and the only weakness is that Snitch is depicted as too foolish a
character to be believable-for example, he sprinkles fingerprint powder on the
ground when Deke says the bulldozer is buried there.
Cobb, Vicki. How to Really Fool Yourself: Illusions for All Your Senses; illus. by Leslie
Morrill. Lippincott, 1981. 79-9620. Library ed. ISBN 0-397-31907-X; Trade ed. ISBN
0-397-31906-1; Paper ed. ISBN 0-397-31908-8. 145p. Library ed. $8.79; Trade ed.
$9.30; Paper ed. $4.95.
There are many books that demonstrate, through experiments and home demon-
R strations, how to observe or create phenomena that are illusory; Cobb goes a step
6-9 beyond that and explains why a liquid may feel cold to one hand but warm to another,
why you see spots before your eyes, how it is possible to make water taste sweet with
no additives. She shows how all of the sensory responses can be manipulated, closing
the text with a chapter on "Great Misconceptions," that takes a brisk look at such
mistaken beliefs of ancient times as the flatness of the earth and the earth's central
position in the universe. The material is intriguing, the experiments clearly described,
the book informative and stimulating.
Cobb, Vicki. Lots of Rot; illus. by Brian Schatell. Lippincott, 1981. 80-8726. Trade ed. ISBN
0-397-31938-X; Library ed. ISBN 0-397-31939-8; Paper ed. ISBN 0-397-31960-6. 35p.
Trade ed. $10.35; Library ed. $9.89; Paper ed. $4.95
Illustrated in cartoon style, this is a brisk, informal, and informative book about
R some of the common molds and bacteria that cause animal and vegetable matter to
2-4 decompose. The pictures, bright and perky, are useful in supplementing the di-
rections in the text that help readers set simple home experiments that show how
various factors affect the rotting process.
Cole, Joanna. A Horse's Body; illus. with photographs by Jerome Wexler. Morrow, 1981.
80-28147. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-00362-1; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-00363-X. 47p.
Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $6.67.
Clear photographs and some diagrams illustrate a lucid and succinct text that
R describes the anatomy and behavior of the horse. The text also explains why the
2-4 structure and functioning of the horse's anatomy make it so successful at running,
and it describes the equine reproductive systems, male and female. The birth process
is not discussed, but some facts about the nurturing of the young are provided.
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Collier, James Lincoln. Jump Ship to Freedom; written by James Lincoln and Christopher
Collier. Delacorte, 1981. 81-65492. ISBN 0-440-04205-4. 198p. $9.95.
A story set in 1787 is told by young Dan Arabus, whose father had fought in the
R patriots' army and had become a free man, while Dan and his mother still belonged to
6-10 Captain Ivers. In an adventurous tale of danger and pursuit, Dan runs away after a
frightening sea voyage and is taken under the wing of an elderly Quaker who is en
route to the Constitutional Convention in Philadelphia. It is Dan who carries to the
convention the proposal that becomes known as the fugitive slave law, a compromise
measure. The notes that follow the story draw a careful distinction between fact and
fiction, and explain the authors' decision to shape the dialogue and terminology to
preserve accuracy and convey a period flavor. The dramatic story is solidly con-
structed, well-paced save for a rather lengthy description of a storm at sea, and
sensitive to the changes in Dan as he begins to understand that a man can be proud,
intelligent, and compassionate whether he is rich or poor, black or white; it is,
however, inconsistent in the use of plural and singular in "plain talk," the Quaker
speech patterns.
Cool, Joyce. The Kidnapping of Courtney Van Allen & What's-Her-Name. Knopf, 1981.
80-28455. Trade ed. ISBN 0-394-84822-5; Library ed. ISBN 0-394-94822-X. 175p.
Trade ed. $8.95; Library ed. $8.99.
Jan has her twelfth birthday while she's visiting Aunt Harry in Manhattan, and it's
Ad during that two-week visit that she becomes friends with heiress Courtney (same age)
5-7 and thus is included in Courtney's kidnapping by her governess and her psychiatrist.
Motive: not money, but getting Courtney's actress-mother to take a part in a play the
psychiatrist has written. He'd only napped during Courtney's office visits, anyway.
This slapdash poor-little-rich-girl story has a lot of fun in it, but it has too much
character distortion, gratuitous oddities (Aunt Harry gives Jan a ten-foot boa con-
strictor for her birthday) and improbable dialogue to be wholly successful comedy:
less would have been better. Anyway, Courtney's mother does come from Hol-
lywood immediately, thus proving the love her neglected daughter had doubted. The
President of the United States (friend of the star) even calls to tell the girls how happy
he is about their safety after the kidnapping is over.
Cooper, Jacqueline. Angus and the Mona Lisa; written and illus. by Jacqueline Cooper.
Lothrop, 1981. 80-13506. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-41972-0; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-
51972-5. 29p. Trade ed. $9.95; Library ed. $9.55.
The Parisian street scenes are the most attractive of the watercolors that illustrate a
Ad derring-do picture book with a feline hero, Angus. In the plane's baggage compart-
K-2 ment en route to Paris he had overheard a plan to steal the Mona Lisa; the plotters
had emerged from large trunks. (Why the secret travel is moot, since the theft could
have been done by any local criminals. Ours is not to reason why.) Angus follows,
finds a cat who works for Interpol, sets up a plan, foils the thieves, and marches,
medal-hung, at the head of the Bastille Day parade. Mildly funny, nicely told, very
nicely illustrated, but not quite convincing within the fanciful parameters of the story.
Cusack, Isabel Langis. Mr. Wheatfield's Loft; illus. by Richard Egielski. Holt, 1981. 79-984.
ISBN 0-03-049581-4. 143p. $9.95.
Since he was three and saw his father killed by lightning, Ellis has been dumb,
R communicating through notes and gestures. Interested in homing pigeons, he goes to
6-8 Mr. Wheatfield, a former pigeon-racer, for information and is offered the use of a loft
as well as advice. When Ellis buys a pigeon, he is fooled by an unscrupulous seller:
his new pet is a pigeon, but not a homing pigeon; doting on the bird, Ellis refuses to
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believe it won't fly home. The crisis in the story is the disappearance and eventual
return of the bird, a return that moves Ellis to speak at last. This is tied to several
minor plots: the gap between Ellis and his stepfather, the friendship between Ellis
and a Cuban migrant-Jaime-who is staying at Mr. Wheatfield's along with his
sister Rosalia, the sacrifice Rosalia makes (prostitution) to help her adored brother,
and, lastly, the romantic relationship between Rosalia and a young policeman, who
knows what she has done and why, and wants to marry her. All these are smoothly
put together, but there's just a bit too much going on. Characters and dialogue are
smoothly handled, the former with some depth and the latter with vigor; it's just the
plot development that seems overburdened.
Dauer, Rosamond. The 300 Pound Cat; illus. by Skip Morrow. Holt, 1981. 81-1924. ISBN
0-03-059111-2. 28p. $7.95.
Busily detailed drawings in cartoon style illustrate a story that is nonsensical
NR without being funny: a cat eats parsnips and typewriters and boots and weighs three
K-2 hundred pounds; taken to a doctor by his parents, the cat convinces them all to try his
diet. Now they watch their weight, but they each weigh seventy-five pounds. Occa-
sionally (due to the consumption of typewriters) they make noises like "ping" or
"tap tap." End of the story.
Delaney, A. Monster Tracks? written and illus. by A. Delaney. Harper, 1981. 79-2671. Trade
ed. ISBN 0-06-021588-7; Library ed. ISBN 0-06-021589-5. 32p. Trade ed. $8.25;
Library ed. $7.89.
Black and white pencil drawings (with only an orange-striped cap for contrast)
Ad show both the real and the imagined adventures of a small boy who goes into the
4-6 woods to play with his dog. When they are separated, the boy nervously stares at
yrs. tracks that look like those of a monster, then is overjoyed to see that the maker of the
tracks is his own very large dog. There is a reunion, and the two run happily in and
out of the "monster" tracks all the way home. The illustrations are deft, spare in
structure and imbued with action and humor; the story is slight, adequately told and
written simply enough to be comprehensible to most beginning independent readers
as well as the read-aloud audience for which it is best suited.
Dillon, Barbara. The Beast in the Bed; illus. by Chris Conover. Morrow, 1981. 80-15069. Trade
ed. ISBN 0-688-22254-4; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-32254-9. 24p. Trade ed. $7.95;
Library ed. $7.63.
Tiny, spiny, and plump, the little beast slips into Marcia's bedroom and makes
R himself at home; at first Marcia's frightened, but the agreeable little creature soon
K-2 becomes her best friend. He's sad when Marcia starts school, because then he has to
leave. And then, one day, he spots a small, lonely looking boy watching the school
bus, for which he is too young, pulling away. He offers to walk the boy home, then
says he's tired and needs to be carried. Thus, cuddled in the arms of his new boy, the
little creature whose mission it is to become the companion of lonely children is
happy again. There are so many stories about children's imaginary companions, it's
nice to have one told from the viewpoint of the companion, and told with a gentle,
cheerful tone that is echoed by the tidy little black and white drawings (some in
silhouette) in which the only color is the green of the little beast.
Ehrlich, Amy. Leo, Zack, and Emmie; illus. by Steven Kellogg. Dial, 1981. 81-2604. Paper ed.
ISBN 0-8037-4760-8; Library ed. ISBN 0-8037-4761-6. 64p. Paper ed. $2.75; Library
ed. $6.99.
From the first of the four episodic chapters in this book for beginning independent
readers, it is clear that the author has her priorities straight. What could be more
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important than learning how to wiggle your ears? Zack learns how from his pal Leo
R after discovering that the new girl in class, Emmie, can wiggle her ears. In the next
1-2 chapter, Emmie bullies Zack but they emerge as friends, and by the time the story
ends, Zack is jealous of the bond between Leo and Emmie-that is, he's jealous until
the others convince him that it's a three-way relationship. The light, merry tone of
the text is echoed by the brisk and cheerful drawings, softly tinted drawings of the
three slightly grubby and quite engaging children.
First, Julia. I. Rebekah, Take You, the Lawrences. Watts, 1981. 80-24588. ISBN 0-531-
04256-1. 123p. $7.90.
Twelve-year-old Rebekah tells the story, describing the County Home for Little
Ad Wanderers, and her joy when a very nice couple (Tom and Rosemary Lawrence)
4-6 who've taken her out want to adopt her. Becky learns to love her new parents, but
when she starts school in the fall she can't bring herself to tell classmates that she's
adopted. She does, finally, at her birthday party-and finds there's no problem. Then
Becky is dismayed to learn that Tom and Rosemary would like to adopt a boy, and
she says so. She tries to be unselfish when her new parents hear of a boy her age
whose parents have been killed in a car crash, but she's hurt; she also feels guilty
because her best friend at the orphanage is so lonely. But after she's learned that her
friend can manage without her, Becky loses her guilt feelings and is prepared to
accept her new brother. Nice to have what is basically a happy adoption story, and
it's capably told, but there are few high points and the ending seems both predictable
and anticlimactic.
Fisher, Leonard Everett. The Newspapers; written and illus. by Leonard Everett Fisher.
Holiday House, 1981. 80-8812. ISBN 0-8234-0387-4. 62p. (Nineteenth Century
America) $7.95.
Like other books in this series, the material here is not merely descriptive, but also
R relates sociologically to the society in which it existed. Fisher points out, for exam-
5-7 ple, that because local news traveled quickly and published news was late, the
earliest newspapers focused on political events of national or international interest,
and that because subscriptions were expensive and few people could afford them (or
even read them) the slant was toward the interests of the educated, the wealthy, and
the owners of businesses rather than toward the concerns of the private citizen. The
text describes the changes (universal education, machines that set type, improved
gathering of news) that made the newspapers available and popular; it discusses
freedom of the press and the obligations (not always observed, early on) to tell the
truth. Fisher describes the growth of some of the great newspapers and chains in a
serious, information-packed, and intelligent overview of the newspaper industry, an
account enlivened by some of the dramatic events in which its representatives were
involved. Indexed, the book is illustrated by Fisher's distinctive, dramatic scratch-
board pictures.
Fowler, Virginie. Folk Arts Around the World and How to Make Them; written and illus. by
Virginie Fowler. Prentice-Hall, 1981. 80-26681. ISBN 0-13-323014-7. 151p. $7.95.
The text is divided into groups of projects by media: clay, fabric, metal, et cetera;
Ad within each group the projects have been chosen from diverse sources (the clay
6-9 projects, for example, are from China, England, Spain, Puerto Rico, Cameroon,
Japan, Egypt, and the Caribbean). The directions for each project are sequential, but
the instructions are often not adequately illustrated; occasionally the text seems
carelessly edited, as when it refers to the black and white illustrations with, "Do all
the knots of the one color at one time, as shown on the design," occasionally it
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contains stylistic errors, as in the subtitle (How does one "make" a folk art?) or in
the reference to "Two acrylic polymer mediums." It is useful to have some projects
marked as "easy" in the index; it could have been useful to make the same distinc-
tion on the page in which the art project is described. Sources for supplies are
included in an adequate but not outstanding crafts book that focuses on the sort of art
objects that are more often ornamental than utile.
Gammell, Stephen. Wake Up, Bear... It's Christmas! written and illus. by Stephen Gammell.
Lothrop, 1981. 81-5019. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-00692-2; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-
00693-0. 29p. Trade ed. $8.95; Library ed. $8.59.
Luminous snow scenes, coldly blue-white, contrast with the cheerful, cozy paint-
Ad ings of interiors, as Bear meets Santa Claus. Having heard of Christmas, Bear has set
3-5 an alarm clock so he won't sleep through it; he's awake and playing his guitar when
yrs. Santa drops in to get warm before going off on his holiday flight. The visitor doesn't
say he's Santa, but the big sleigh and the reindeer (as well as the costume) will
doubtless impress children. Bear goes along for the ride, and they agree to do the
same thing, same time, every year. The dialogue is always in rhyme, a device that
seems to interrupt the flow of the narrative, which is adequate in conception and
structure but not as freshly attractive as the paintings.
Gardam, Jane. Bridget and William; illus. by Janet Rawlins. Watts, 1981. 80-83006. ISBN
0-531-04280-4. 46p. $5.95.
Brisk, small pen sketches illustrate an English story that is not unusual in plot (a
R pet unwanted by parents does something useful and is then accepted) but is delightful
2-4 because of the deceptive simplicity and the flavor of the style, the vivid evocation of
setting, and the satisfying warmth of family relationships. This has little of the humor
that has distinguished Gardam's books for older readers, but it is written in a style far
more appropriate for the primary grades audience for which animal stories and those
about achievement (and this is both) appeal. For American readers some terms may
be puzzling, but in most cases the context makes words clear enough. The story:
Bridget's father is not pleased when an aunt sends her money for a pony; on the high
land of their new farm, horses are only a nuisance, he feels. But it is the pony,
William, that gets Bridget down to the village in a severe snowstorm and thus get the
doctor in time to deliver a baby brother.
Gili, Phillida. Demon Daisy's Dreadful Week. Watts, 1981. 80-80539. UK ed. ISBN 0-86203-
025-0; US ed. ISBN 0-531-04179-4. 27p. illus. $6.90.
Bright, delicately-detailed watercolor drawings with minimal background illustrate
Ad a slight, episodic account of the daily disasters of small Daisy's week. On successive
K-3 days Daisy drinks dirty dishwater, spills milk, misuses the telephone, puts apples in
the clothes drier, picks flowers in the park, causes a stoppage in the plumbing
fixtures, chops off a friend's hair, gets paint all over the house. Conclusion: "But
Daisy was a good girl at heart; she always said she was sorry, and her mother
wouldn't have changed her for the world." This has the sort of disaster humor small
children love, and more than enough action to satisfy them. The book has little
substance, however, or variety; it's simply a catalogue of mishaps.
Greene, Bette. Get On Out of Here, Philip Hall. Dial, 1981. 80-22775. Trade ed. ISBN
0-8037-2871-9; Library ed. ISBN 0-8037-2872-7. 150p. Trade ed. $9.95; Library ed.
$9.43.
In a sequel to Philip Hall Likes Me. I Reckon Maybe, perky Beth Lambert con-
tinues the saga of her rivalry with Philip for the leadership crown of Pocahontas,
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Arkansas. The trouble is that Beth really dotes on Philip. The further trouble is that
R there are others who covet Beth's niche in the town, her reputation as a leader and
4-6 catalyst. Boastful and overly confident, Beth is so embarrassed by a series of defeats
that she goes to stay with her grandmother for some months; she tries to become a
follower, but initiative and ebullience will out, and soon Beth has organized so
splendid a town festival that many of her friends as well as her family drive over to
attend. And so does Philip, with whom Beth has a most satisfactory reunion. This is
just as much fun as the first book, Beth is just as attractive a character, and Bette
Greene's fans will no doubt relish this sequel; it will probably seem to them a minor
weakness that, save for Philip, none of Beth's friends seems to have any loyalty or
compassion.
Gustafson, Anita. Burrowing Birds; illus. by Joel Schick. Lothrop, 1981. 80-29058. Trade ed.
ISBN 0-688-41977-1; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-51977-6. 64 p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library
ed. $7.63.
An overview of avian species that nest in underground spaces that have been
Ad created or preempted gives bits of fascinating information, but is weakened by an
4-6 apparently random arrangement of material. Since the author covers each species
with little depth, this serves more as an introduction than a source of information for
the reader who is already interested in the subject. The softly detailed and textured
illustrations, black and white, are realistic and effective; a list of scientific names and
an index are included.
Haywood, Carolyn. Halloween Treats; illus. by Victoria de Larrea. Morrow, 1981. 81-3959.
Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-00708-2; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-00709-0. 175p. Trade ed.
$7.95; Library ed. $7.63.
Five of the nine stories in this collection are from previously published books; the
Ad other four are new; all are Halloween stories. The writing is typical Haywood: bland
2-4 style, slightly stilted dialogue, characters drawn with more consistency than depth,
and incidents that have a modest amount of suspense or action followed by a placidly
happy ending. The everyday life level, the familiarity of the experiences, and the
recurrent appearances of characters like Eddie and Anna Patricia have made
Haywood's books popular for years; presumably this will, with its focus on a holiday
important to children, be similarly popular.
Heck, Bessie Holland. Golden Arrow; illus. by Charles Robinson. Scribner, 1981. 81-4099.
ISBN 0-684-16882-0. 136p. $8.95.
Randy, thirteen, has been told by his parents that he may buy a motorcycle if he
M can earn the money for it by working for a summer on his grandparents' farm. Randy
4-6 loves Goldie, the palomino, and is upset when his acquaintance Terry frightens the
horse with his motorcycle; Randy's especially concerned since Goldie is pregnant.
The colt, Golden Arrow, is born in the harrowing night when horse thieves try to
steal Goldie, and Randy, alone on the farm, frightens them off by shooting into the
air. Double upshot: Randy decides to forego the cycle and put his savings toward
turning the farm into a horse-breeding ranch when he's through high school-and
Terry apologizes for his behavior and renews the friendship. The story has action
and-for horse lovers-the appeal of the animals, but the minatory messages (par-
ents know best, motorcycles are dangerous, and even a hint of country-is-better-
than-city) may discourage some readers, and there is little polish in the writing style
or depth in the characterization.
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Herbert, Frank, ed. Nebula Winners Fifteen. Harper, 1981. 78-645226. ISBN 0-06-014830-6.
223p. $12.95.
Each year (for the last fifteen years) the Nebula awards have been published to
R form a series of distinguished science fiction anthologies. The lively editorial preface
7- to each selection, in this volume, adds communicated relish and a bit of information
to the pleasure of the stories. There are six stories and two thoughtful articles; none
of these is lacking in merit, but two seem particularly distinctive: George Martin's
"Sandkings" for its mounting suspense, as an evil man is destroyed by the pets he
made malevolent, and "Enemy Mine," a touching story of the devoted love between
two friends of different species. A better-than-usual collection.
Highwater, Jamake. Moonsong Lullaby; illus. with photographs by Marcia Keegan. Lothrop,
1981. 81-1909. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-00427-X; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-00428-8. 25p.
Trade ed. $8.95; Library ed. $8.59.
A tone poem, quiet and reverent, has a warmth that is nicely contrasted with the
R cool night skies of the handsome color photographs, in several of which floats an
3-5 unbelievable full moon. The setting is an Indian camp; some of the pictures are of
people, lovely and loving. The moment for this book may have to be chosen, but at
the right moment this celebration of the affinity between the Native American and the
natural world should reach and touch children.
Hoban, Tana. More Than One; written and illus. with photographs by Tana Hoban.
Greenwillow, 1981. 81-1069. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-00596-9; Library ed. ISBN 0-
688-00597-7. 21p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed. $7.63.
Hoban's excellent photographs illustrate concepts of various words that show a
R number of objects in different kinds of arrangements: crowd, flock, row, bundle, et
3-5 cetera. Some of the terms (which appear in large blue letters below each photograph)
yrs. are used more than once, to reiterate a concept; "crowd" is used once for a group of
pedestrians and again for a group of sunbathers at a beach, "stack" is used for some
nested chairs, and again for a stack of egg cartons. Along the side of each caption is a
brief list of group words, always nine words, with the caption word of the ten terms
omitted from the list. Both the iteration and the concept that the group words are in
themselves a set are lucidly presented.
Horwitz, Elinor Lander. Sometimes It Happens; illus. by Susan Jeschke. Harper, 1981. 79-
2687. Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-022596-3; Library ed. ISBN 0-06-022597-1. 30p. Trade ed.
$7.89; Library ed. $8.25.
The deft pencil drawings of homely, slightly pop-eyed children and adults add a
R comic note to a gently humorous text about an unquenchable dreamer. Victor imag-
2-4 ines himself the hero of one rescue plot after another, and candidly admits he wants
to be a hero when he grows up. That's not a career, he's told, but there's no way to
stop Victor's lively imagination, even by making fun of him. His mother soothes him
with the down-to-earth thought that it's possible to be a hero on a small scale. Like
saving some birds, he asks his mother? (He's just saved a bird's nest from being
poked off its branch.) Exactly, she says-but a minute later Victor, who can't stop
dreaming, envisions an act of supernatural strength; it can sometimes happen, he
says, when there's a hero around. Nice style, nice concept, and a nice development.
Joerns, Consuelo. Oliver's Escape; written and illus. by Consuelo Joerns. Four Winds, 1981.
81-1904. ISBN 0-590-07817-8. 34p. $9.95.
Better painted than drawn, line and water color illustrations illustrate a slightly
concocted tale that has action elements rather than a story line; the combined appeals
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of animals, small adventures, boy-meets-dog solution, and such humor as is inherent
M in a dog being taken for a baby (and dressed in baby clothes) may win the lap
4-6 audience despite the frailty of the story. Oliver is a dog that escapes from a pet store,
yrs. can't find a home, is chased by other dogs but befriended by a mouse, is mistaken for
an infant by a nearsighted and wealthy old woman whose butler obediently bathes the
"baby" and takes it for a walk in a baby-carriage. Oliver escapes again, jumps into a
rowboat, and there's his boy.
Kavaler, Lucy. A Matter of Degree: Heat, Life, and Death. Harper, 1981. 80-8789. ISBN
0-06-014854-3. 226p. $15.55.
Solid pages of small print may disc6urage readers, but for those who persist,
R there's a small mine of information in this wide-ranging book. Kavaler is nothing if
7- not thorough; she investigates every imaginable facet of heat: plant and animal ad-
aptation to heat; heat as it affects the human body in illness and in health and in such
processes as birth or aging; sociological ties, such as heat and violence; sexual
connotations, arson, volcanoes, cookery, tropical diseases, the dangers of over-
exposure to the sun, food spoilage.... Based on careful research, the text is well-
organized and written with vitality; a glossary, an extensive bibliography, and an
index are included.
Kay, Mara. A House Full ofEchoes. Crown, 1981. 81-4094. ISBN 0-517-54422-9. 168p. $8.95.
First published in Great Britain under the title Restless Shadows, this is a story in
Ad the Gothic tradition; set in a small Russian boarding school early in the nineteenth
7-10 century, the tale moves in a predictable path to replicate a tragedy of an earlier
time-yet the writing is skilled enough to overcome that predictability and establish
mood and suspense. The pace is slow, however, and the characters drawn with little
depth-it is the brooding house that looms as the important facet of the story rather
than the protagonist Marguerite and her friends and brother, who reenact the parts of
the three people involved in the earlier, disastrous love triangle.
Keats, Ezra Jack. Regards to the Man in the Moon; written and illus. by Ezra Jack Keats.
Four Winds, 1981. 81-848. ISBN 0-590-07820-8. 32p. $12.95.
Keats uses paint and collage to good effect, the rich colors making the realistic and
Ad fanciful scenes equally dramatic, as Louie and his friends travel through space by
4-6 dint of using their imagination. The text is not as strong as the pictures: Louie's
yrs. friends make fun of the junk his stepfather collects, but the latter (and Louie's
mother) help the boy get started on building a space vehicle. Louie and Susie are in
flight when another pair decide they are going up as well (in a bathtub) and they have
a space adventure and reentry. Next day (a flat ending) they tell about it and soon all
the kids are ready to take off.
Kullman, Harry. The Battle Horse; tr. from the Swedish by George Blecher and Lone
Thygesen-Blecher. Bradbury, 1981. 81-2192. ISBN 0-87888-175-1. 183p. $8.95.
A vivid picture of social strata in Stockholm fifty years ago is told by Roland, one
R of the public school boys who look up to and envy the "preppies," their opposite
6-8 numbers in the higher level of the caste system. In fact, in the recurrent game the
neighborhood boys play, feudal jousting, Roland and his friends serve-and feel
honored to serve-as horses. The action focuses on the identity of the masked Black
Knight who defeats all foes until, finally defeated by Roland's hero, Henning, she is
revealed-a girl. It is also a girl who serves as Henning's "horse," a girl who first
awakens in Roland a realization of the inequities of the gulf between the horses and
their riders, a girl who dies as a result of the battle in which she has carried Henning
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to victory. The story moves slowly at the start but gathers momentum and power as it
draws to a trenchant conclusion. Original, provocative, this is a moving novel from
an eminent Swedish writer, runner-up in 1980 for the Hans Christian Andersen
Medal.
Lawrence, Louise. The Earth Witch. Harper, 1981. 80-8431. Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-023751-1;
Library ed. ISBN 0-06-023752-X. 214p. Trade ed. $10.35; Library ed. $9.89.
A fantasy set in the Welsh countryside has a heavy dependence on mythic refer-
Ad ences and symbols to achieve its meaning; to an extent these contribute to mood, but
7-9 they also so weight the story line that it can't quite stand on its own. The style, too, is
often elaborate, so that the forward movement of the story line is uneven, and the
characters less drawn than overdrawn. Neither adolescent Owen's family nor his
friends can understand why Owen is so devoted to the ugly, hostile woman, the
elderly Bronwen who lives in isolated squalor; he hardly understands himself. As the
year moves toward spring, Bronwen becomes younger and younger, more and more
beautiful-finally she becomes Owen's lover. After she leaves the grieving Owen, he
sickens and only the intervention of Kate's love can save him from death. There can
be intricate lamination to give depth to fantasy; here it serves rather to obscure,
although the writing style has some power.
LeSieg, Theo. The Tooth Book; illus. by Roy McKie. Random, 1981. 80-28320. Trade ed.
ISBN 0-394-84825-X; Library ed. ISBN 0-394-94825-4. 38p. (A Bright and Early
Book) Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $4.99.
In the familiar bouncy, breezy Dr. Seuss style, this is both a rhapsodic paean to
Ad teeth and a reminder that they have to be taken care of-both in the sense of oral
1-2 hygiene and in the sense of refraining from such abuse as opening bottles by biting off
caps. The illustrations, cartoon-style, have no finesse but do have vitality; the rhym-
ing text sacrifices sense to convenience occasionally, but for many children that's
part of the Seuss appeal.
Lindgren, Barbro. The Wild Baby; ad. from the Swedish by Jack Prelutsky; illus. by Eva
Eriksson. Greenwillow, 1981. 81-2151. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-00600-0; Library ed.
ISBN 0-688-00601-9. 21p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed. $7.63.
Bouncy, cheerfully colored drawings of a very small, engagingly scruffy tyke show
Ad the irrepressible Ben in a series of mischievous acts or of accidents brought on by his
3-5 hyperactivity: he hangs from a chandelier until it breaks, he falls into the toilet bowl,
yrs. he gets from his stroller to a tree branch (no explanation of how this is done) and each
time his loving mother cuddles him forgivingly. This isn't quite convincing but it's
fun. The rhyming text is at times forced ("She took him out to get some air / but all at
once he wasn't there. / She shuddered as a car sped by / and surely was about to
cry.") which may be due to either translation or adaptation.
McKinley, Robin. The Door in the Hedge. Greenwillow, 1981. 80-21903. ISBN 0-688-00312-5.
216p. $8.95.
Like the sophisticated adaptation of the story of Beauty and the Beast in Beauty,
Ad McKinley retells two familiar tales in polished style: "The Princess and the Frog"
5-7 and "The Twelve Dancing Princesses." The two other tales in this collection are
original, "The Hunting of the Hind" and "The Stolen Princess," by far the longest of
the four. The style is polished, but what worked so well in the first book doesn't work
quite so well here, in part because the subjects and the implications of the stories are
not as well suited to a younger audience, and McKinley seems unable to write
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without sophisticated latent content, or perhaps chooses not to. At any rate, despite
undeniable flair as a storyteller, the author has produced a book in which the stories
occasionally lag.
Major, Kevin. Far from Shore. Delacorte, 1981. 81-65495. ISBN 0-440-02455-2. 215p. $9.95.
The story is told by Chris (fifteen, tough and breezy, bored and restless) and by his
R mother, father, and older sister, although they speak less frequently. The setting is
8-10 Newfoundland, and there are few jobs available for Chris's hard-drinking father, who
goes off to a job in Calgary; Mom works, sister Jennifer can't wait to get away and
start college. Chris begins drinking and is taken to court for a crime he can't re-
member taking part in. This is primarily a slice-of-life story, although it does have
some change and some promise at the end, when Dad comes home, Chris decides to
go back to school (he had failed to pass his final year) and acquires a girl. Structur-
ally, this isn't as strong as Major's first book, but the style is trenchant, depending
not on four-letter words (although it has many) but on the briny dialect and idiom of
regional speech patterns, and the characterizations and relationships are strong. The
book won the 1980 Canadian award for the best young adult book.
Miklowitz, Gloria D. The Young Tycoons: Ten Success Stories; written by Gloria D. Mi-
klowitz and Madeleine Yates; illus. with photographs. Harcourt, 1981. 80-8803.
ISBN 0-15-299879-9. 124p. $9.95.
Ten accounts of enterprising young people describe the varied ways in which they
R used their initiative, skills, industry, and common sense to go into business for
6-9 themselves. One of the children played the stock market rather than setting up a
business, and he began his investment career at the age of twelve. In addition to the
qualities cited above that militate toward a successful business career, it is clear from
the individual accounts and comments that two other factors are present in most of
the young people's experiences: confidence in their own ability, and a willingness to
take risks. Capably written in an informal style, with profuse commentaries by the
subjects, this is an interesting book, possibly-for the opportunist-an edifying one.
Naylor, Phyllis Reynolds. All Because I'm Older; illus. by Leslie Morrill. Atheneum, 1981.
80-18586. ISBN 0-689-30824-8. 36p. $8.95.
John, who is the eight-year-old narrator, can't understand how it is that his brother
Ad Peter, five, always manages to instigate trouble or why it's always John who is
2-3 blamed. This isn't a story but a series of anecdotes that demonstrate (according to
John's viewpoint) the pathetic plight of the innocent older child. Nicely told, not very
substantial, often funny, and realistic enough to evoke a recognition reflex on the part
of any current or former young siblings.
Parish, Peggy. Amelia Bedelia and the Baby; illus. by Lynn Sweat. Greenwillow, 1981. 80-
22263. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-00316-8; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-00321-4. 63p. Trade
ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.71.
As all Amelia Bedelia fans know, the joke is that she always takes things literally.
Ad If a mother's list says, "Be sure to use the baby powder," our heroine dusts herself
K-2 liberally. If the list says, "Take baby out," Amelia Bedelia takes the baby out of the
stroller into which she'd just put her. This first experience in babysitting is hard on
both participants, but when little Missy's parents come home to find their infant has
been happily dining on hamburgers, catsup, and strawberry tart instead of the pre-
scribed baby food, their initial irritation gives way to (unrealistically) an admission
that perhaps Amelia Bedelia knows best. Smoothly told, adequately illustrated, but
not as entertaining as most of the earlier Amelia Bedelia books.
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Pellowski, Anne. Willow Wind Farm: Betsy's Story; illus. by Wendy Watson. Philomel, 1981.
80-22394. ISBN 0-399-20781-3. 176p. $8.95.
Seven-year-old Betsy is the eighth child of ten, and on the farm where they live all
Ad the children have assigned chores. Other farms nearby belong to Dad's brothers, so
3-5 that the extended family of the clan, German-American and Catholic, is large. Most
of the book consists of minor incidents in Betsy's and the other children's lives:
getting the pigs drunk on fermented berries, making hay, playing games, etc. The
book culminates in an account of a family reunion (Aunt Anne from New York is
clearly the author; the book is dedicated to her nieces and nephews). The reunion
ends with a game in which the children all guess in which language Aunt Anne is
counting to five. This gives information about farm life and changing practices in
farming procedures, and also has a cozy, happy big-family feeling, but the writing has
a bland quality and slow pace.
Petersen, P. J. Would You Settle for Improbable? Delacorte, 1981. 80-69465. Trade ed. ISBN
0-440-09601-4; Library ed. ISBN 0-440-09672-3. 185p. Trade ed. $8.95; Library ed.
$8.44.
Mike, who tells the story, is one of the three boys that had been asked by the
R student teacher of their ninth-grade English class to make Arnold feel welcome.
6-9 She'd met Arnold at ajuvenile correction institution, where he was a repeat offender.
Now was his chance, Miss Karnisian said, to make a fresh start: he'd just moved, and
nobody at Marshall Martin Junior High knew him. It isn't easy. Hostile, sarcastic,
and defensive, Arnold is slow to trust or like any of his new classmates-but he does
change. Eventually he gets in trouble again, but this time he has a solid core of
relationships, and his friends are waiting for Arnold to come back. In an effective first
novel, Petersen uses, at intervals, excerpts from class notebooks; this gives a more
rounded picture of the students who become Arnold's friends than the observations
by Mike only, and it also serves to give a fuller picture of the teacher, a very strong
and sympathetically drawn character. Not grim or intense, this is a serious novel
lightened by the humor of some of the dialogue.
Pinkwater, Daniel Manus. The Worms of Kukumlima. Dutton, 1981. 80-24713. ISBN 0-525-
43380-5. 152p. $9.95.
If readers can suspend not only disbelief but also common sense and logic, as many
R fantasy fans can, this should prove to be one of Pinkwater's most popular books. Its
4-7 narrator, Ronald Donald Almondotter, is privileged to go along on an African safari
with his grandfather (Seumas Finneganstein) and Grandpa's old friend Sir Charles
Pelicanstein to find the elusive worm, enormous and intelligent, that is reputed to live
in wildest Kukumlima, wherever that is. It's a nonsensical romp from start to finish,
with ridiculous adventures, exaggerated characters, and-somehow-a plot that ac-
tually develops and has a denouement. The story ends with the intrepid threesome
and their hired helpers (equally zany) conquering the worms via some sticky stuff
that makes Grandpa, an incorrigible operator, the instant founder of The World
Famous Sticky Footblob Company, clearly a source of a new fortune to add to the
wealth he's accumulated as the founder of the World Famous Salami Snap Company.
Platt, Kin. Brogg's Brain. Lippincott, 1981. 79-9622. Trade ed. ISBN 0-397-31945-2; Library
ed. ISBN 0-397-31946-0. 123p. Trade ed. $9.50; Library ed. $8.89.
Fifteen-year-old Monty is on the track team, but he has little ambition and little
R expectation of winning races. It's his father who keeps pushing Monty, who talks
7-10 things over with the coach, who pushes so hard he almost makes the boy lose
interest. One night he and Cindy (a mild but growing love interest) see a movie called
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"Brogg's Brain," and-as in the movie-a disembodied voice seems to spur Monty
on to win a race. This is not, however, the formula last-minute victory: Monty's win
brings him no new status, no kudos, just some personal satisfaction. Although this
has less surface sophistication, it is in some ways more mature than other (not all)
Platt novels, knitting the theme of the reluctant sportsman, the basic father-son
relationship, the growing self-confidence, and the increasing relaxation in the boy-girl
relationship into a sturdy and effective whole.
Prelutsky, Jack. It's Christmas; illus. by Marylin Hafner. Greenwillow, 1981. 81-1100. Trade
ed. ISBN 0-688-00439-3; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-00440-7. 47p. (Read-alone Books)
Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.71.
Illustrated by line drawings washed vith Christmas colors, this collection of light
Ad poetry is on a variety of Christmas themes, with a fairly even division between
2-3 presents and observances. The verses are bouncy, often comic, written from the
child's viewpoint. Nothing of great moment here, but a pleasant selection.
Rips, Gladys Nadler. Coming to America: Immigrants from Southern Europe. Delacorte,
1981. 80-68742. ISBN 0-440-01340-2. 143p. illus. with photographs. $9.95.
Another well-written and well-researched volume in an excellent series (for exam-
R ple, Albert Robbins's book on immigrants from northern Europe, reviewed in the
7-10 June, 1981, issue) describes the newcomers from Italy, Greece, Portugal and Spain.
Approximately half the book is devoted to the experiences of Italian immigrants; as
in other books in the series, this discusses the reasons people decided to immigrate,
the travel and entry conditions, the adjustment to a new country and usually to
prejudiced treatment and poor working and housing conditions. The text frequently
quotes from the immigrants' letters or their later accounts of their first years in the
United States. Chapter notes, an index, a bibliography, and a brief history of U.S.
immigration laws are appended.
Rubinstein, Robert E. When Sirens Scream. Dodd, 1981. 80-2788. ISBN 0-396-07937-7. 206p.
$7.95.
Ned's always agreed with his father, a state legislator who approves of the town's
M nuclear plant, until there is a "minor incident" with serious implications. Ned is
7-9 perturbed: his physics teacher is clearly worried and marches with a protest group
("That commie teaches our kids," one angry worker says). The plant means
paychecks and tax money. Which side is Ned on? In part, Ned is moved by what he
reads, in part by what he already knows-like the illness (from high-rem exposure) of
his girl's father; at the close of the story both Ned and his father vote to continue
investigation of the "incident." The narrative framework is adequate, but no more,
in this purposive novel; the author uses both dialogue and exposition to give in-
formation in a contrived fashion, and what saves the book from blatant didacticism
are the drama of the events and the topical nature of the important issues examined.
Ruffell, Ann. Pyramid Power. Watts, 1981. 80-85294. ISBN 0-531-04071-2. 159p. $8.95.
In a smooth merging of a realistic story and the fantasy element that surges in, like
R a tide, and ebbs away again, the author focuses on the occult powers of the pyramid
7-10 form. For Martin, in this English story of an adolescent and his everyday concerns
and relationships, it begins when he sends away for an advertised polystyrene
pyramid. Does it really sharpen razor blades and ripen fruit? It does much more, for
the power of the pyramid includes telekinesis, and it even transports Martin to a
dream world, in brief spurts. Most of the time he's coping with his dislike of his
divorced mother's suitor, his discovery that Grandpa understands the occult power
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he's called up, his growing affection for Jane, a classmate. Ruffell maintains good
pace and a nice balance between the two elements of the story, which has convincing
characters and dialogue.
Rust, Claude. The Burning of the General Slocum. Elsevier/Nelson, 1981. 81-3202. ISBN
0-525-66715-6. 148p. illus. with prints and photographs. $11.00.
Dramatic as the fire of the excursion boat General Slocum was, and carefully
Ad researched as Rust's account is, this compilation of facts may well evoke some
7- feelings of tedium on all but the most devoted student of history, since the author has
included too many repetitive incidents and details, however poignant each may be in
itself. On June 15, 1904, the boat had been chartered by St. Mark's, an Evangelical
Lutheran church in the Manhattan district then known as "Little Germany" for a
day's outing. Rust gives many facts about the inadequate inspection procedures, the
violations of safety regulations, the poor performances of some crew members, the
evasions in inquiries held after the fire, but most of all about individual experiences as
recorded by survivors or observers. All of it is germane-there is just too much that
duplicates or overlaps other material. The writing style is adequate, the photographs
historically interesting but usually of poor quality. Statistics on the boat's construc-
tion, a list of items of safety equipment, the roster of the crew, an index, and a
bibliography are appended.
Scheffer, Victor B. The Amazing Sea Otter; illus. by Gretchen Daiber. Scribner, 1981. 81-
4557. ISBN 0-684-16878-2. 144p. $11.95.
A biologist whose specialty is marine animals, Scheffer is doubly qualified as a
R science writer, since he also has the rare ability to combine scientific observations in
7- a sequential text with a most graceful, poetic, and evocative writing style. In follow-
ing the adventures of one fictional animal, the author covers such aspects of sea
otters as their courtship, mating, gestation and birth, care of young, group behavior,
feeding patterns, habits, and habitat; since his fictional otter (named but not an-
thropomorphized) is in captivity for some time, there are also descriptions of the
behavior of sea otters that have become tamed. There are also discussions of the sea
otter as a factor in ecological balance and as an endangered species. An index gives
access to the information contained within a fascinating text that has occasional glints
of humor in addition to a polished style.
Searcy, Margaret Zehmer. The Charm of the Bear Claw Necklace: A Story of Stone Age
Southeastern Indians. University of Alabama Press, 1981. 80-27424. ISBN 0-8173-
0060-0. 68p. illus. with photographs. $9.50.
Written by an anthropologist at the University of Alabama, this story, set seven
Ad thousand years ago, has expectedly accurate details about a band of the Archaic
5-7 Period, and it has a passable writing style. The plot is adequate if not strong: a
stranger woos one of the girls and his suit is fostered by several who know their
secret; in a time of flood and hunger, he procures food and wins a right to wed his
love. Unfortunately, the goal of conveying information seems to take precedence
over the narrative, so that cultural details are often obtrusively introduced. An even
greater weakness is in the illustrations and their captions; for one thing, photographs
("Redwolf scrapes a white oak stick..." shows a forearm, "Redwolf peeps around
the tree..." shows a hand and a bit of head) are clearly modernm--and they are
seldom of good quality. Too, a photograph of a display of bone tools ("Archeologists
have found many bone tools...") inserted on a page that describes a dramatic
incident is a jarring intrusion.
[37]
Sorine, Stephanie Riva. At Every Turn! It's Ballet; illus. with photographs by Daniel S. Sorine.
Knopf, 1981. 80-20808. Trade ed. ISBN 0-394-84473-4; Library ed. ISBN 0-394-
94473-9. 45p. Trade ed. $8.95; Library ed. $8.99.
A book of photographs of children (two ballet students, several others who are not)
Ad show that many of the movements of ballet are replicated in daily life, especially by
3-4 children who are playing. On many pages, a leaping or bending dancer's picture is
paired with a picture of a child leaping while playing outdoors, or bending while
playing ball-although not as gracefully as the dancers. The point of the book is that
the dancers acquire grace and control by practice but that ballet is so like normal
activity that it's clearly something anyone can learn. The pictures are attractive, and
the minimal text makes a valid point-but the book really consists of little more than
a reiterated demonstration of that point.
Spier, Peter. Bill's Service Station; written and illus. by Peter Spier. Doubleday, 1981. 80-
1842. ISBN 0-385-15727-4. 12p. $3.95.
One of six heavy board books shaped (more or less) like the place they represent
Ad (the others are a fire station, a food market, a school, a pet store, and a toy shop) and
K-2 filled with deft, small drawings of people, animals, and inanimate objects. The text
here, as in the other books, is designed to show as much as possible of the premises
and the way the shop or institution functions: Bill is changing tires, a mechanic is
working on a motor, Bill's son is at the pumps, the mother of the family is in the
office. Various customers come in with various problems. One page shows some of
the most commonly used tools, another the layout of the station, a third (in a cutaway
diagram) the parts of a car. Here, as in the other books in the series, the adults are
consistently pleasant to and patient with children. The narrative element contributes
little to the series, since the fictional frameworks are contrived and the purpose of the
books is clearly informational.
Stevenson, James. The Night After Christmas; written and illus. by James Stevenson.
Greenwillow, 1981. 81-1022. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-00547-0; Library ed. ISBN 0-
688-00548-9. 31p. Trade ed. $8.95; Library ed. $8.59.
A rag doll and a teddy bear, discarded by their owners (who have received new
R toys for Christmas) sit moping in the snow and are taken in by a kindly stray dog. The
4-7 bear tries to amuse the doll, but she pines to be played with by a child, not enter-
yrs. tained. The wise dog thinks of a perfect solution-and, in a touching but bright
ending, it works. Stevenson's style is casual but smooth, his structure tight, and his
illustrations, especially the snow-swirled outdoor scenes, evocative.
Tate, Joan. Luke's Garden and Gramp. Harper, 1981. 80-8445. Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-026139-0;
Library ed. ISBN 0-06-026144-7. 138p. Trade ed. $9.50; Library ed. $8.89.
In two stories, Tate writes with gentle tone and sharp insight about two boys who
R have loving hearts. In the first, longer story Luke is a generous and gentle noncon-
6-8 formist, a city child who is fanatically devoted to his garden. Bullied and beaten by
some toughs who cannot understand him, Luke is less careful than usual and, taking
refuge in a deserted cottage, falls to his death. The second story, although it has a
happy ending, is almost as poignant, picturing the unhappy withdrawal of an old man
when his family moves to an apartment where he has no space for a workshop and
therefore nothing to do. It is his grandson who understands, persists in hunting for
space (and finding it) and gives his dear Gramp a reason to live. Polished style,
perceptive characterization, and believable situations make the two stories memora-
ble, although they are so low-keyed and subtle they may appeal chiefly to readers
who appreciate nuance.
[38]
Waldron, Ann. The Bluebury Collection. Dutton, 1981. 80-21846. ISBN 0-525-26739-5. 121p.
$9.25.
The perspicacious heroine of The French Detection (reviewed in the April, 1980,
Ad issue) goes from Texas to New Jersey, where her father is serving as a visiting
5-7 lecturer on the Princeton campus. Bessie, thirteen, suspects that a numbers racket is
being run in the small town of Bluebury, near Princeton, where the family has rented
a house. Bessie plays detective, trying to ferret out the connection between a
luncheonette operation and the Mob. She's successful, and on the side she also does
a bit of snooping that establishes the provenance of a painting. This isn't as credible
as the previous book, nor as tautly structured, but it has good style, an interesting
variety of characters who are sharply if not deeply drawn, and vigorous, natural
dialogue.
Watson, Wendy. Jamie's Story; written and illus. by Wendy Watson. Philomel, 1981. 80-
26676. Trade ed. ISBN 0-399-20789-9; Library ed. ISBN 0-399-61177-0. 22p. Trade
ed. $6.95; Library ed. $6.99.
A chubby toddler with roly-poly parents whose plump faces and old-fashioned garb
M make them look more like grandparents, Jamie tells the story via a few words per
3-5 page. He wakes in his crib and waits to be taken up. "The sun is up. Mama comes.
yrs. We go downstairs. Breakfast is ready. I wash and dress," and so on. Jamie goes off
with Papa to work in the garden and then tend the family produce stand. They all go
home, and Jamie helps make dinner. After dinner and bath, Papa sings and then it's
back to the crib and to sleep. Placid, static, a bit sweet and a bit dull, this is a bland
little idyll of farm life, the framed little pictures as tidy, simple, and inert as the text.
Weiss, Nicki. Waiting; written and illus. by Nicki Weiss. Greenwillow, 1981. 81-242. Trade
ed. ISBN 0-688-00602-7; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-00603-5. 27p. Trade ed. $7.95;
Library ed. $7.63.
Small, centrally placed and framed paintings in pastel colors show a bespectacled
Ad tyke wistfully waiting for her mother to return from a quick trip to the grocery store.
4-6 "I will be back before you know it," Mama had said, but Annalee looked eagerly for
yrs. Mama when she smelled something nice (it was the roses), or heard singing (it was a
bird), or felt a tickle (it was a ladybug), and she missed her. This ends very simply:
Mama comes back and the two walk from the gate to the house together. There's no
statement of love, but love is implicit in this pleasant if slight story.
Wuorio, Eva-Lis. Detour to Danger. Delacorte, 1981. 81-65501. ISBN 0-440-01892-7. 186p.
$9.95.
There are both suspense and plenty of well-modulated action in an exciting ad-
R venture story set in Spain and told by Fernando, Duke of Herrera. Nando is rangy,
6-10 red-haired, sixteen, and quite uninterested in his Scottish aunt's insistence that he
stop on his way home to look at her property in another region of Spain. He has no
idea that he will pick up a wily, adoring orphaned gypsy boy, or that his girl (also at
school in Great Britain, also coming home for vacation) will join his attempt to
unravel the mystery of what seems to be a neo-Nazi assembly in the house next door
to Aunt Jane's and in the caverns beneath her house. The story is carefully structured
and deftly told, with colorful characters and some serious moments to relieve the
light, breezy style.
[39]
Zelinsky, Paul O., ad. The Maid and the Mouse and the Odd-Shaped House: A Story in
Rhyme; ad. and illus. by Paul O. Zelinsky. Dodd, 1981. 80-2774. ISBN 0-396-07938-5.
29p. $9.95.
Based on a cumulative participatory tale in rhyme found in late-nineteenth-century
Ad school notebooks, this was originally designed so that children would, each in turn,
4-6 draw their representations of the text. Here it is presented in an oversize book, with
yrs. mixed media illustrations (ink and gouache) making good use of the page space, with
graceful, intentionally disproportionate figures against pastel backgrounds. The
mouse-companion is as long as the Maid's head, for example, and several times as
wide. There is some inventiveness in the illustrator's use of the story to create a
graphic menace, yet the scale and pace of the gradually-achieved d6nouement make
it lose the focus that might give the story impact, as the Maid's path is traced to
create a huge and frightening cat.
[40]


